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"...wltk o_ obj_iN in mind. _ _ Amcr_m tint
ill spwt_, lutd il_l Only a matter of lime before the
world Ndm_ t#w fult m_n and wom_n on their way
outward into the solar system. All ofus umnt them to
be A merk'm_. "
- President George Btmh
"To rhone who view the awesome challenges we face
and turn aside because they fear the future. I say: We
can prevail if we work togelher to rekindle the
American spirit...President Kennedj didn't promise
us the Moon. He challenged us to get there. It was
hard. But we accepted the challenge and rose to
8ri_tn_ss."
- Richard H. Truly,
Administrator. National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
".,.as we look into the future, we see opportunities as
clmlle_:ginl and exciting as those _f lhe past. More
than in most or_nizalions, our daily tasks in NASA ._ ..
senle as building blocks for theefuture. We must • _
er_m_ Ih_t we t'grrv our assortments with the hi&best
sense of pride and dedicolion to quality."
Aaron Cohen,
Director. Lyndon B. Johnson Spice Ce,ter
//
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Foreword
The President ia committed to improving Government produ,-ts and services. In pursuit of the President's goal,
tim OlTict of Man_pemcnt and Bodlpet _izes Federal orpni-,,tio_r that achieve high standards of quality,
timeliness, and efficiency. _ organiutions serve as models to the rest o_"Government, showing how an
unswerving commitment to quality leads to better _rvices and products, more satisfied customers, and reduced
costs.
It is my pleasure to announce the designation of the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC) as a Quality
Improvement Prol_ype for 1990.
Prior to 1966, JSC was invc',ved primarily with one major program, the Space Shuttle. Today, JSC supports three
nu_r efforts: Sp_.e Shuttle flight missions, Space Station Freedom_ and the development ol'a lunar base that is
integral to the manned mission to Mars. The continuous quality improvement effort initiated in i986 has enabled
the Center to meet these expanded requirements without a significant increase in resmurces.
JSC accompliM_es a _ignificant portion of its mission through contractors. A successful Cent_rwide improvement
project is a red_figned procurement process that I,.as reduced total procurement processing time by 25 percent,
eliminated a form used 2000 times annually, and reduced from 57 days ;n 1987 to 42 days in 1989 the time from
the issuance of a purchase request to the placement el'the order with a vendor
Numerous employee teams have contributed to major improvements in both quality and timeliness. For example.
a design for reduced thickness criteria for Space Shuttle thermal cuntrol system blankets has resulted in
estimated savings or more than $ [2 million.
We congratulate JSC on setting a fine example of how a Federal organisation can improve its products and
services by using new approaches to managing for quality.
Frank Hodsoll
Executive Associate Director
OtT_e of Management and Budget
..r
.............. : v
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Executive Summary
1 i i ,i t i i
q[Im Lyndon B. Johnm)n Space Center (JSC} is entering a new, dynamic era in the manned exploration of space. In
a_klIUon to maintaining the Space Shuttle's "Return to Fligh," status and supporting the long-duration Space
_Llltlon IZnledom, the Center is embarking or, two new interrelated ventures: a lunar base and a manned mission
tOMars. To mcct the expectations of,ISC's ultimate customer .- the t;nitet' :3totes public -- these complex missions
mwtbe carried out ufely and effectively within the realities of limited economic resources
In 1986, the JSC community began to assess its position to meet the challenges of future missions -- both
t_lumlogically and institutionally. As a result. ,ISC implemented a continuous improvement approach based
upon key principles of Total Quality Management. "Achieve_ :ent through Team Excellence" was .selected as the
Umme for this effort fo reinforce lhe premise that JSC's most important resource is its people and successful
quality improvemen_ requires broad participation at all levels. This premise extends to the Center',, _ntractors
as well. Approximately 85 percent of Center funds are expended through the private sector. I(: :ognizing
¢on_rl u partners emphasizes teamwork and mutual responsibility for the achievement ofcommnn gonl,_.
Improvement activities have focused on three major objectives: establishing a commitmel,_t for change throughout
the organization; ensuring broad participation by nmnagers and employees in identifying what specific changes
need to be made; and putting in place processes to support a continuous quality improvement effort.
Centerwide goals have been established that address not only assigned missions, lint also quality concerns such as
,_ technology management, institutional excellence, and improved relationships with customers and partners.
These goal_ have been tran._lated into near-term activities directed at improving organizations, systems, and the
working environment. The benefits of broad participation by managers and employd(:,_ :_ave bccn demonstrated
by an increased dedication and commitment to improving quality at all levels. An integrated proc,:ss ':s now in
place to support continuing improvement based t.pon strategic planning, culture surveys, and Tea_a Excellence
projects.
The continuous improvement effort has enabled the Center to ,, t expanding mission requirements without a
silp_hr_.ant increase in resources. The Space Shuttle has been returned safely to flight with nine successful
mi_ior Requirements for assigned Space Station systems and I_ardware have been defined, a major hardware
contract has been put in place, and preliminary designs are currently in review. Conceptual studies for the lunar
and Mars initiatives are underway; required technologies have been identified and teams established to pursue
development in those areas. This significant increase in capacity reflects improvements being made in work
and the increasing dedi0:ation and commitment of the JSC workforce to excellence in achieving the
Center's goals.
Improvements have been implemented in both administrative and technical operations. The time required for
prm:t_ling,.mall purchases w_s reduced by 25 percent Supply returns were cut 75 In_rcent Standardized roofde-
signs were developed to rt_luce construction and m-'tinten_r_ee costs. A new inspection device was develow:d to
enable recovery of de_elopraent _hrusters at a savings of $1 million each Implementation of a resourccs
managcmvnt and scheduling system reduced lab_ratory labor costs an esti matc_l $200.000 annually.
C_nter is only at the beginning of its journey to Total Quality Management A strategic approach to change
ea_blished direction and commitment The pace of change and improvement continues to a:celerate.
However. much remains to be done. I'lar, s for the Center include the c._tablishn,ent of more systematic methods
f¢¢ broadening employee involvement in c_ntinuous improvement efforts and the development of bctt,_'r tools and
14._hnklUeSfor assessing progress
*ii
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Section 1: Organization Overview
I. Mlmllon i I. Organizational Structure
The JSC mission is to advance human exploration JSC is m field installation of the Nailer, a!
and uUIlastlon of space and ensure the Nation's Aeronautics and Space/_dminiP_.r_,tion (NASA). The
preemtnenceinmann_dspeccflighL Center Director reports t_ NASA's Assoei,lte
Administrator for Spaceflight. Together with the
The C_nter conducts research, development, and George C. Marshall Space Flight Center and the
oparabon of manned spact systems, it strives to J_hn F. Kennedy Space Center, JSC s,pports NASA
maintain excellence in the fields of project man- lteadquarters in manned spaceflight responsibill-
qlement, systems engineering, life sciences, lunar ties.
and plonetlry geosciences, and crew and mission
operations. The Center has a matrix org,_nization_l structure
(figqre I). I,ine organizations have £uncti,mt!
Flight crew safety is JSC's primary concern in the authority over staff who support one or more
development and operation of space systems. JSC program/project offices (i.e., Space _._uttle and Space
employees can)* out assigned tasks with technical Station Freedom). Staff offices support all Center
excellence, initiative, and dedication. The Center organizations and report directly to the Center
provides a workinF climate that will enhance these Director.
efforts, in addition, JSC works effectively with
governr._ent, industry, and aeademia-.its partners on I,inc organizations have primary responsibility for
the U.S. spaceteam, the Center's _()ntinuing improvement effort. The
' NASA ' Offke
I I
I t
i Field OqNke , Oicector
I
man t'¢l_l I Public ] So! y.lUeCeS Opporttmity LegalOffKe Affairs lleliab_',y.and
Ike ProgramsOffk_ Offke Qu, yAssu_aneOffice
.....['....... 2_1.... . I .... I ' 1 I _ !
StateStation Space Spa_eShuttle Orbiterand Mars
_ frlINIom Mew Statian 011lq_tkDnS GF£PrO_,,CtS Exp4ofationPrl_m InlltFst_ct ill.olives Prqecls InteqFatkm
OfflgQ _ Offke OflKe Offke Offke ProgramOffice
i
Fig.r_ I.o J_ org_ni_tion chart.
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strategic planning and Team Excellence activities V. Customer,. and PaI'tners
are o_ordinated by the Man,.gemen! Anidy._is Office
i') the Administrutinn Directorate. The culture The primary ,:u._t(m_erold,C, in the I_r,)ude:.L,_ens,_,
nLtrvey and organi_atienal development activities is the I:..'-; puhlic, wh(_:_e,nandates are expressed hy
are coordinated hy the Iluman lies_urces Ol_ce. A Congress and the President. There are two h_,sic
small group o(connultarlts SOl)port5 t:ie activities of measures of cu._tomer satisfaction: first, the degree
these two offices. In addition, the_fe d, Reliahility, to which assigned programs are carried out
and Quality Assurance Office is r-_vonsihle for the effectively and efficiently; second, the extent tu
development and implementation of overall sa[ety, which the LI._. maintains _ lei,lership position in
reliability, and quality assurance activities. This manned spaceflight.
omce supports quality improvement and the total
quality managementspproach. More visible customers of ,ISC are t.he various
organizations (e.g., other U S. Government agenq.ies,
Iil. Services/Products the scientific community, fo_'eign government.% and
the U.S. private sector) tha4 use the Space Shuttle to
in carrying out its mission, JSC provides the follow- launch payloads. NASA Ileadquarters oversees
ing major products and services: business relations with potential and actual payload
customers. The ,JSC Customer Integration Office
!. Spaceflight operations, such as crew training, supports NASA lteadquarters by integrating pay.
astronaut realness, and flight control tech- loads into Space Shuttle missinns. It, a similar role,
nology JSC also negotiates and accommodates requirements
I_r the Space Stati q Freedom Program with the
2. Engineerink and development studies For the llouston-based offi:es of Canada, ,lapan, and the
advancement of manned and unmanned European Space/',gency
i spacecraft technoh_gy and performance capa-
_ hility in JSC's mission there is an extensive flow of tasks
and requirements across organizations both within
3. Scientific, medical, and technological experi- J_ and among its contractors, other NASA centers,
I ments for spacecraftpayioads and other independent organizations. Instead of
viewing these organizations as customers, JSC
_!, 4. I,ife sciences research programs to understand prefers using a "partnership" concept in handling
the human body's adaptive processes to quality and productivity issues that arise in tas",
manned spaceflight accomplishment. This concept emphasizes team-
work and mutual responsibility for the achievement5. Lunar, planetary, and EIarth sciences re,earth
of common goals.
to understand better the relationship between
Earth, its Moon, and other planets
Approximately 85 percent of Center funds are
expended through the private sector. Therefore, it is
IV. Staff not surprising that JSC's most important "partner-
ships" are with its contractors. In fiscal year 1988,
J_ is a high-technology organization; 80 percent of JSC expended more than $t.T billion with business
i_ 3,600 civil service employees are engineer_, firms in 45 states and the District of Columbia.
scientists, or in other professional di_iplines. An Major contractor tasks include spacecraft design,
important i_rt of their responsibilities includes development, testing, and integration; engineering
monagement of an annual budget in excess of $2 and data processing support; facility and laboratory
billies an_l a _am ol',:entractors that is a,, integral operations; media services; scientific/medical
component of the Nation's manned spaceflight effort, research; an_',quality a_sur_mco prop]ram support. It
Within the Ilouaton area, there are more than 25 is critical that every dollar _rovided by the
contractors with a workforce or approximately G_vernmcnt to the contxactoc community be u_ed
I0,OO0 thet directly support ,ISC operations. In e_ectively. Q_,ality ,)SClcontractor working rela-
California. two major spacecraft development tionships support the achievement ufthis goal
contractors with approximately 8,5{)0 wor_ers also
support JC_Cprograms.
Section 2: Program Background
Duringthe 19BOz'JSC_'squality and pr°ductivity [ justAn°ther _ Ieffort= evolved From a traditional cost.reduction Program Mainstream Effortp_ogram into a Total Quality Management approach _
(figure 2), This evolution occurred concurrently with • Predetermined a Expamive scope
a growing r ,cognition that fundamental changes scope focused oP "hot-
we,-e needed to prepare the Center for fuLure man,:_l te_t" current needs
space programs. Four basic challenges emerged to
form the framework For a Centerwide improvement a Packaged process a Processwnchro-
nized with highest
effort: priority manage-
ment processes
t. The changing nature of manned spaceflight
programs, Programs are becoming more corn- a Organization box a Person-to-person
plex, of longer duration, and interdependent; to organization relationships
the Space Shuttle is vital for building Space box relatiomhip_
Station Freedom, itself a stepping stone for a "Expert" leader- a Management
future exploration, ship leadership asa part
of organizationrl
2. The need to develop new technical capabilities leadership
in the rapidly changing world of technology.
Figure 2.- Moving from productivity to Team
3. The need to Foster an inter.el environment P;xcellence.
that promotes technical excellence, leader-
ship, creativity, and a participative, dedicated
workforce. Two major efforts Focused on developing a better
understanding of the full dimensions of productivity
in a research and devei,,pment II{&D) environment.4. The need to enhance teamwork with cus-
tomers and partners - a Fundamental tenet of In December 1982, the Center sponsored a national
success for the U.S. Space Program. R&D Productivity Conference to increase product-
ivity improvement awareness among both civil
service and contractor managers and employees.
The following year, JSC served as the lead NASA
l. First Steps - Developing Conceptsfrechniques center for a two-year white collar productivity
(19&1- 19_ improvement research project coordinated by the
American Quality and Productivity Caster. Lessons
Prior to 1983, JSC's productivity effort Foeu.qed learned in this project are incorporated in the six-
primarily on traditional cost-reduction and step Team l;xcellence action process in use today as
employee-suggestion programs. NASA shifted its partofthe Center's continuous improvemcnteffort.
productivity app;oach in 1982-83 when the
Administrator established a goal For the Agency to During this same time period, the Center also
"be a national leader in productivity improvement, became a mcml_r of the Q,ality and Productivity
JSC responded by developing fledgling productivity Management Association (QPMA)and II!e A nlcrica,
improvevlent efforts through a Centerwide pro- Quality and Productivity Center Ce,ter pcr._onnel
ductivity committee. A variety of sh_nd-alone attend conferences, meeting_, ;_nd trainin_t se:+._i,m.,+
productivity initiatives included modified q,ality sponsored by these organi_ations, in addition.
circles, ¢,r NASA Employee Teams (NETs); Center personnelwere instrumental ine.qtahlishing
revitalization of the JSC suggestion system; and a Texas Council of the QPMA that provide_ a GJr**m
participation in joint NASA/contractor productivity for _rea organizations to shale their exl_.'ricnc_,._ in
conferences nnd working groups, implementing quality and p_ ducli vity improv_,m,nt
efforts.
......... _
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II. Implementing Iqiliati_e._ on "l'r_ree Frtmt._
(1986- 1989)
l.aLe in 1985, NASA's A(hninl._trator _'alled far five
, year piano from all field installations in resl_n_e to
President Reagan's Productivity h;Iprovement Pro
gram. JSC's plan reflecl_d its active involvement in
returning the Shuttle to sMe flight :_latu,%while al.'_)
f,_u._ing attention on the _'_.Jtulr,_.
ementCenter management rec0gni;,cd the n_'ed to build a
technical capability to s plxut tlu, m_xt fiunl.iel._ in
manned spaceflight a lunar outpo [ and Mars
_xploration. To meet this need, a senior manage-
ment team broadened the focus of JSC's productivity Pigure 3.- A _lrategic approach to
effort, building on le._sonslearned from the Center's quality/productivity improvement.
previous projects and the improvement efforts of
major U.S. organizations. As a result, the following
Total Quality Management initiaUves were imple- 3. Team Excellence improvement projects -
mented in the fall of 1986: directs improvement a¢tivRies at all high-
priority performan_.e areas; e.g., safety,
I. Strategic planning - provide:_ re:rangers and quality, leadership, participa!.ion, teamwork,
employees with a compelling, unified vision productivitylemcicncy, quali_.y of worklife,
of ,_e future; fosters a Centerwide under- innovation, and effectiveness
standing of strengthn and weaknesses; and
identifies the goals and actions required to
prepare for the future (figure 3) The numerous activities evolving since 1986 are
being increasingly linked with the direction and
2. Employee culture surveys - involve employ- priorities established by the Center's strategic plan
ees and managers in understanding and (figure4).
improvir2 the current work environment
JSC C'3(_Goals Broad Participation
FIow-downlmplementation q _'_ [ p Contractor Partners
Employee Focus Groups (_j __. _) Action Items
"_ Strategic Planning /
)_(I Two-way / f _ _ _ ContinuingCommunication _ / / _ _"_"_'_ Assessment
-- _'/ Cultme f JSCTeam X !mPs°v::l
Study Excellence In9 ys
Participation (j.v_ _ _ _-T_ In.depth Projects
Actmn Plans _ Technology
• . _ _ Collateral Teams/ I --t _
o A ,L
Te¢hnology Fronts _J %J Multidis¢iplinary Approach
I irate 4 Elemet_t._ of,J_(. |_il_ Excellence
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Section 3: Improvement Techniques and Methods
Early in the quality improvement effort..ISC mite, 191_ Planning (:ych,
agement recognized that a change in thinking atmnL
improvement wan reqllir_. The existing fl_us on It is estimated that ,q)i)r,)ximat,,ly ,me, thizd ,_f tht.
making stand-alone improvements wan n,)t sulTicicnt Center's civil ._.rvie,, emph)yces parliCil)ntcd in Ih,,
|or Total Quality Management. The qucstmn of planningcydt, that h,,gan ill 1986
whether .ISC was doing the right things had to hr
addressed to provide overall fi_cu:t and directi_m. Assessment (Step I ): S,,vcn I,,am_ _f manal;,'l _ and
l|on-fillpl, rviSory enl|'lloyl_,'.'-i Wt_re t()Flnl'd I'l'OIll Ih,,
Strategic planning was the tool u._ In answer thi._ Center's major functional areas', c.g, (,nginv,,ring.
basic question and to build an ,nderstanding ._(:ien_e, oimr,,tions . institution:d .mqqmr_,-'uul hd_)r
throughout the entire organization about the need mat{on management. Team size ranged frmn 9 to 2Z
for change. As managers and empioyecs looked ,nemh: rs. These teams review,,,{ their ,'e._l:eCtiv,,
beyond assigned missions and considered what JSC functional areas and the ._t,ntcr as a who., ,
would be doing in the 21st Century, they quickly identify
recognized that new ways of operating were neces- @
sary to meet the increasing complexity and inter- !. Suppliers, customers, and competitors
dependence of future programs. Team Excellence 2. Strengthsofcurrent operations
improvement projects and the Culture Survey pro-
cess were identified as the means to implement the 3 Opportunities to in,prove performance ! ffundamental changes identified duripg strategic t
planning. '1he assessment effort began with a on,day retreat.
The teams comph, ted a quick, I_r._it-cl.itassessment of
strengths and opportunities that gave particip:lnts
I° The Strategic Planning Process an immediate sense of accomplishment. A facilitator
provided strategic planning tools and techniques to
JSC's strategic planning emphasizes active support the group planning process.
involvement by managers and employees in all
phases of the process. Management teams and During the next two months, the teams conducted in-
multilevel teams made up of managers and non- depth assessments, h consolidated report {dent{-
supervisory employees are the primary implement- lying JSC's :,rengths and opportunities was
lug mechanism. This team activity is in addition to ; ....... :_d to Ih_ _enior staff. Among strengths cited
normal work assignments, were
The process includes three steps: assessment, strat- i. Informal cooperation at the working level
egy development, and implementation (figure 5).
2. Upward communication
Step One Step Two _tep Three 3. Capability to manage, develop, and operate
Assessment Strategy Impleraentation large projects and programs
Teams Development Teams
Teams 4. A highly experienced, educated, and dedicated
workforce with broad and diverse technical
f Plan experti:ie
External _ Goals Action
5. Unique manned spaceflight facilities
Factors- Objectives -_ Set Milestones
Internal AIn(mg opportunities cited for impr(}vem,,nt wereFactors Strategy Allocate
Resources 1 |)Owllwlt ,',| COIl| nltlnication
Figl_re 5. Ma.j¢lr '._teps in ._tri_Jtel;icpl;_m,int, I,r_Jce!_ 2 'l'eq'hni,';ll Cal_abiti!i_:_
; = _: : ........... r ¸ :
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l3. 34anagement attention to personnel develop- Five Center Koala (figure 6) and 20 :,ubgoals or
mmnt ob_tives were developed basedon the data collected
during assessment and strategy development. A
4. l)elegatingauthority and responsibility copy of these goals along with other pertinent
information was distril)uted to all Center and
5. Upgrading facilities and equipmentStrategy contractor employees.
Development (Step 2_: Members irom the
assessment teams formed the nucleus of three The first two goals focused on technical objectives
strategy development groups designated as associated with JSC's curs'eat programs: the Space
red, white, and blue teams F:ach of these Shuttle and Space Stt_tion Freedom. They
,j., teams included approximately 25 managers represented the traditional view that,JSC's goals are
and non-supervisory employees representing identical to its assigned missions,
allm_or functional areas withinth_Center.
This membership mix ensured that all The strategic planning process identified three
l'unct/ons were involved in the development of addition=', areas as criticJ I to maintaining quality
goals, objectives, and strategies for JSC's p_rformance. Goal 3 recoEnized that the foundation
currentand future space programs, for JSC's/`uture is technc_logy and that technical
capacity resides in the skills and capabilities o/` the
For each specific program the teams considered Center's personnel. Goals 4 and fi £ocused on the
internal and external environment as critical/'actors
I. How JSC could best participate and contribute in achieving the first three goals.
2. The technologies and capabilities required
Implementation (Step 31: Management and employ-
3. The relationship to known national priorities ees at all levels participated as major line organiza-
tions developed internal implementation plans to
Team efforts were initiated with a quick, first-cut meet the Center's goals and objectives. Teams devel-
assessment o/' one specific program; e.g., a lunar aped guidelines, identified specific actions, set mile-
base. Fourteen program._ (e.g., Space Station, lunar stones, and allocated re_-urces. In addition, planned
base, orbital maneuvering vehicle, Mars sample activities became _ part o/' individual performance
return) were reviewed over the next several months plans as appropriate, thus linking the individual
with 170 technology and capability requirements employee directly to the Center's strategic goals.
being identified and assessed.
Goal 1: Space Shuttle
: During this same period, the Center's 20 line Our number 1 priority as the foundation
organizations reviewed advanced technologies being for future missions
pursued in their respective organizations. This joint
review process provided a basis for comparing Goal 2: Space Station Freedom
current activity with the technology requirements Extending man's capab,lity in space and
being, identified by the te_ms, providing a bridge to other worlds
A six-member senior staff`steering group, chaired by Goal 3: Preparing for the future
the Deputy Center Director, prcvide__overall policy Ensuring that required technologie_ are
and direction. A 17-member working group developed to meet future mission needs
coordinated the team and functional activities and
consolidated the results into a Cente.-wide tcch- Goal4: InstitutionalExcellence
nologies and capabilities working document. This Providing a working environment that
report summarized JSC's position with regard to promotes excellence and creativity
program activities and identified and prioritized
la_hnologies critical to the Center's future. Eleven Goal 5: Customers and Partners
Lec_hnology area._ _,,ere recognized as requiring Fostering effectiverelationshipsamong
_pecial emphasis t_ advsnce the state of the art, e.g., a_l members ot the space team
human life 3upport, man/machine systems, space
transportation, and information sysI, _ _i,_ Figure 6.- The ,JSCgoals.
6
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" " I omlde- 2. Developing a program and implementationU. S. SpKa Polky ] mimtation plan f r required support technologiesProcess
3. Identifying relationships among NASA
o_anizations involved with this techrmlogy
Contr4ctor Involvement: A significant aspect or the
implementation phase of JSC's strategic plan is the
involvement of the JSC contractor community as
partners. In 1988. the Director presented the
Center's goals and objectives to contractor executives
end sought their comments and support. As a result.
three joint JSCIcontraetor working groups were
established by the JSCIContraetor Team Excellence
Forum to focus on strategic planning, external
relaUons, and technology. In January 1989, these
"_ groups sponsored a joint JSC/contraetor workshop to
evaluate the Center's strategic planning effort and
1990 Planning Cycle
Figure 7.- Multilevel involvement in strategic
processes. A reassessment and update of JSC's strategic plan
will be initiated in mid. 1990. Employees and
managers atull levels will be involved in the process,
Figure 7 illustrates the importance o£this multilevel which has four major objectives:
involvement in attaining Center goals.
i. To conduct a detailed assessment of progress
The working group reviewed the organizational since 198"/, with an emphasis on customer
plan_ and identified 18 Centerwide issues not expectations
adequately addressed because they were beyond the
scope o£individual functional areas. Six "Critical 2. To revise JSC goals and objectives as
Issues" teams--Space Shuttle, Space Station, necessary
Technology, Organization and Management, Equip-
meat and Facilities, and lluman Resources-- 3. To develop three- to/_ve-year objectives and
developed specific activities and action plans to milestones as • £ramework for near-term
address these issues and are overseeing implemen- activities, with an emphasis on quality initia-
ta tion of the action plans, ti ve_
For example, "special emphasis" teams are develop- 4. To stimulate additional vertical and hurl-
ing plans to enhance the Center's capabilities ,n zontal information now and team building
specific areas of technology. One such team is the throughout the Cent.er
Begenerative Li£e Support Team, which is made up
o£ employees from the four line organizatior.s
involved in that technology. This team's activities II. The Culture Survey l*r_ess
include
JSC utilizes NASA's periodic culture survey process
I. Defining life tup!x_rt req,_irements neees,_ary to meet thr_,, objectives;
to support living it,. space for the extended
' periods required for lunar outposts and .Mars I. To increase understanding of the existing
missions wurl. culture
7
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2, To identify and implement improvement as implement job rotation and cro_ training wherever
indicated possible, document relationships between groups.
delegate decisions to the lowest practical level,
3. To invelve employees in the assessment and pray,de rationale for decisions, encourage new ideas,
improvement peoce_ and c,dtivate an atmosphere ol'dignity and respect.
A senior management team. led by the _m.ntor's The second employee survey, conducted in March
Deputy Diroctm" end informally known as the "Clang 1989. asked !.54 questions Thirty of these questions,
of Five," oversees the storey. Anonymous employee developed at JSC, addressed key issues associated
focus groups scram the Center assi._t in interpreting with JSC's quality imprnvement effort. For example,
regulus and making recommendations for work 15 related to customers and partners, 4 to Future
environment improvem_,nts. The Center's lluman plar,ning effectivenes% and 4 to workload manage-
Resources Office coordinates the effort, meat.
The process begins with receipt of the standard The "Gang of Five" identified four areas for further
NASA survey instrument. SpociNc JSC questions are investigation: decision.making, career development,
added, _ upon employee and management input, cooperatiordteamwo-k, and workload. These topics
and thesurveyisdistributedtoemployees, were covered in the 41 focus group meetings
conducted in the fall of 1989. As a result of these
Results are reported at both a C :nterwide and meetings and input from the Human Resources
organizational level. At the Cene_.rwide level, locus Office and the "Gang of Five," a series of nine
groups made upofrandomly selected employees from recommendations was presented to the Center
each organization are interviewed regarding the Director. These included such items as:
results and recommendations. The Iluman lie- !. Consider increasin_ the use of rotational
sources Office consolidates and presents the survey
resuits and focus group findings to the "Gang of assignments (to improve inter-organizational
Five." They then compare the results with prior cooperation and teamwork}
surveys, evaluate actions taken to address prior 2. !'eview the current management education
concerns, and determine what Centerwide actions program to improve its content, set an
will be recommended for implementation in the appropriate standard for continuing educe-
future, lion, and make more Frequent use of successful
JSC managers and supervisors as trainers (to
At the orgdniza_ional level, managers are briefed on enhance career development opportunities for
the results for their specific organizations and course participants as well as instructors)
initiate actions through employee tusk teams. In
some organizations an internal iluman Resources 3. Develop a plan to standardize electronic voice
Council made up of managers and employees and data communications (to increase com-
prevides an ongoing mechanism for addressing work munieations and teamwork}
environment concerns. The Center Director approved each recommendation
The first culture survey, conducted in December and requested that specific organizations and
1986, asked 174 NASA-wide questions. At JSC it individuals be given responsibility tar each. Target
was sent to 25 percent of the civil st,rvice population, completion dates are to be :,el and action initiated as
Areas identified for improvement included communi- soon as possible.
cations, role clarity, and career development. A top
ten action list for SU_ILVif_CS was developed by the Ill, Team _xeellence Pwojects
"Gang of Five," approved by the Center Director, and
briefings were held ;'or all supervi_rs. In addition, Team Excellence projects are the implementation
all employe_s r_ived feedtmck on survey results, arm of the Center's s_,ra_gic planning effort. They
represent the continuous, day-to*day improvement
Spt_ifically. _upervisors were asked to hold reg.lar activities that support the Center's goals and
staff meetings, di_uss employee career a._pirotions objectives. Organization_ are encouraged to con-
and concerns, improving downward communications, central improvement efforts on those activities
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Safety First, to develop, define, document, and implement:
I. An overall technololD, direction for the Center
Quality/ consistent with the goals and objectives o( the
Efficie_ kiiability stratqk plan
Quulttyof Leedevlihlp 2, An effective system for the planning and
tMorkli_ manapment of"technolol_ development
I_ par_dpation
3. An informed, enterprising approach to
Effo_vqmess Teamwork revolutionary and evolutionary technololiical
advances
Fillure8.-Teem Excolk.ce pertbrmanee
imlM_)vementareu. Second, to stimulate innovation, creativity, and
multidisciplinary approaches in addressing techno.
logical challenges
that will have the greatest impact on assigned
mi_ionsand tasks. As a result, the focusofimprove- Participants in the improvement process soon
mentsctivitiesvarieeacroutheCenter(Ngure8}, learned that the_e were no readily available
examples o/"existinz tochnolol_ management sys-
Team E_ellenee projects include: ac_iviUes directe_ terns. Technology management is a new concept not
at critical issues identifed during the Center's stra- only to JSC, but also to many other R&D organS.
teSic planning effort: organizational development zations. As a starting point, the JSC development
elTortssupported by the Human _esources Office; the e/fort f'ocused on one limited functional area.
JSC/Contractor Team Excellence Forum; the in- Employees o( the Propu|sion and Power Division
depth assessment and improvement of selected identified technology fronts such as orbital resupply
organizations, systems, and/or processes; ,_ASA ofcryogenic fluids. The current position and goals for
Employee Teams; and internal actions implemented each front were identified and their application to
through normal line channels. Another aspect of the current and f'uture programs was analyzed. Specific
Team Rxeellence e/l'ort has been the development o/" per/'ormance objectives were defined. A framework
two new awards to recognize the importance of for allocating resources across multiple projects was
psrtnership in quality accomplishment, established as well as an approach to ensure
adequate resources for developmecat efforts.
Technology Management. A Critical Issue A Centerwide project is now ;n progress. The basis
/'or this effort is the technologies and capabilities
TochnololD, maMgement is an example of a critical assessment developed durin_ the strategic planning
issue being addressed as a result of" strategic process. The Centerwide Technology Issues Team is
F;'mnin|. Prior to 1986, technology was seen only as coordinating this effort, supported by s:=b-teams
a tool to be identified and applied, in the context of" focused on specific "special emphasis" areas.
existina, amilpted PrOlp'sms. As a result, various
areas of the Center pursued the same technologies
without any significant interchange. Furthermore, Organizational l)evelopment
no one was addressing _he Center's technology
requirements forruture missions. The Ilum_n Itesources Office offers organizational
development ,_tIpport _rvices to .1,.¢_.organiv,_ttion_
This lack of coordination sod mnnagement was in three areas: developing foals and mission
identified durinll; the Center's initial strategic priorities, intel[rutir newly selected managers into
planning eflrewtas a key weakness for a research sod their work grouFs, and identifying issues and
d,-,velopment orlganization su<h as JSC. To address problems that inhibit orgsni_ti.nul effectiveness.
this issue, a mektor improvement projec_t was initial/ed As an example, a onezday trM.sition workshop or a
[o develop an effective technology management multiday retreat specil_cally tailored for the nrgoni-
pr_._-=s. Objective_ for the.ew pro<cs_ ore twofold _stion is held UlsDn reque,_t from _tn org_ni_._ti.n
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The Ilumen Resources Uevelepment ilranch con- The Forum. led by the Center's Asr,ociate Director
ducts anonymous interviews with employees to and a contractor official, is comprised of managers
gather beckgrsund inl'ormation, in some cases, the from J_ and its contractors. The l',,rum meets
Branch also conducL_ surveys for the organizations, periodically during the year; most of the work is
Fallowing these activities, the information is accomplished by working groul_ that address items
compiled for present-tion at the retreat, of mutual interesL There are currently five active
groups (figure 9}. 1_¢rse include:
At the retreat, the entire work group, manager and
employees, defines the mission of the organization, I. The Strategic Plar.ning Working Group, sub-
sets goals, and identifies actions required to divided intothreesupportteams:
accomplish the goals. ,_mphasis is on participation
by the entire work group to increa.e commitment a. The L'.rategic Planning Support Team
and teamwork, provides an avenue for joint
JSC/contractor strategic thinking and
This program was initiated in 1988. To date, there assists in evolving the manned spaceflight
have been 42 one-day transition workshops; 14 gameplan.
multiday retreats; 3 organization-specific culture
surveys; and 2 strategic planning sessions conducted b. The Technology Support Team supports
for variousorEanizationsacr,)ss the Center. the Center's investigation of ways to
improve the management processes used
to identify, develop, and apply technology
The JSC/Contractor Forum to new and existing programs.
Since mere than 85 percent of the" Center's funds are c. The External Relations Support Team
expended by cont_.'actors, it is not surprising that a provides a means to furnish the private
unique aspect of JSC's quality effort is the emphasis sector with timely, accurate informal.ion
placed on the partnership with these contractors in on the objectives and benefits of manned
carrying out the Center's missions, in 1987. JSC spaceflight.
discussed with its contractors what actions each
could take to foster improvement initiatives 2. The Contractor lncentive_ Working Group
throughout the manned spaceflight community. The explores innovative contract incen!.ives to
result was the establishment, of the JSC/Contractor enhance quality and produr_ivity in con-
Team Excellence Forum. Its purpose is to jointly junction withJSC procuremer •personnel.
explore quality and productivity issues and concerns;
to unders_nd contractor needs and expectations; to 3. The Training Working Gr_-p promotes and
improve the JSCPJontractor partnership; and to facilitates the sharing ,>f training and
work /'or overall improvements in spaceflight development progr_msand ,ponsors activities
activities, to increase awareness and understanding of
training techno]ogy.
i [Steering I
' [committee I 4. The MeasurementWorking Group explores
productivity and quality me:'surement and
provides a means for Forum members to share
their experiences with measurement activi-
ties.
5. The Employee Involvement Working Group
promotes employee involvement among
Forum member organizations to increase
awqreness through education, rerogr.ition,
, and incentives.
Figure 9.- J_ttactor Team Excellence Forum
structure
Itl
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FoQrJ imqFmm is rammed. The effort is viewed u aninitial s_ep toward establishing a continuous
• Pmldoewde_ • UmJgmtanding the improvement proce_. Advice, analytical tooJg, and
training are provided by x Team Excellence
ceuultant under the Center's Team Excellence
• _ • Wlmm am we? support ¢ontrKt. However, the moat signifir_nt
• _ • Wlmrll do wewlmtto reaource devoted to these improvement in_tiaUvn is
MMmlmm4fd go? How will we the time committed by managers and employees at
know when we get all levels.
there?
• Pmblem_ • How (an we get Examples of" these improvement projects at the
Action Idmln_ there? Cantor include
• Impimlt_4at_n • Taking aKlJon I. Projocts to improve Centerwide systems. For
• Ass_slmmtKtedba_ • Anlweoncoufse? example, a project to improve the small
purchases procurement process involved more
l_q_u,re10.-Six.stepacUonproce_. than 50 individuals representing procure-
mona, financial management, data processing
lm-deIKh Auosemeutand [mproyement Projects services, logistics, user organizations, and
senior management. 1'earns representing
These projects are led by a working group of each of these organizations identified
supervisors and non-sup_rvisors and typically last improvement actions to reduce processing
from 6 months Lo I year. A six.step systematic, lime and streamline delivery (figure 11).
problem-salving approach is used that involves
employees at all levels (figure 10). 2. Projects to improve organizational processes.
For example, a project in the Logistics
Pocusing on customer requirements, participants Division involved civil _ervice employees, the
ImSelmthe existing organiralUon, process, or system, support contractor, and representz]tives from
lmix, ovements are identified and implemented, and organilations using the Division's services.
M_.asure
Objective -
Oescription Initial Target
Reduce averl_le purchase request approval Calendar days from division * EA-17 days 8 days
tim through delegation approval to budget appcoval JA-t I days 5 days
Action Responsibility Status
EstaMish delt_lati _mof directorate-level JA - approval 3/88
approval
IEstaMish_ a_lysis apl_oval at IIA/EA. implementation Complete 12/87
d!_ _vel IIA/JA - implementation ]_lm
n
Fil_re I I .- Small purchases process Centerwide initiative, _ample action pl.n- .._er5 group
!!
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Surveys and interviews provided the identified by JSC organi_alion._ l'h ..... ,,,_.... ,
foundation far problem identification and imlxovementaetivitiesare repq,rt,.d.,,i ..... '._
"quick-fix" mluti_mz. Services wore idt,ntiGt_l
and prleritie#stablishedtopinpointes_ntiul
activities. Objectives and measuremenL_ were .sial Quality/Team F,xcellence A ward,b
establid_d. Opportunities for improvement
were identified and action plans developed Two new awards have been est:ddi,h,.,i .,t .I',_" ,..
and implemented, emphasize the partnership concl.l:! :f: .,, t:, ...... Squality performance.
JSC NASA _:mployeeTeams in October 1988, the .JSC i'.rtm.r .t:,:, _,_ .... • . ,:
The NASA Employee Teams program, a modified established by the Safety, Iteli.h,l,t_ .,,,,t tl.,.,
quality circle approach, was established at JSC in Assurance Office. This aw.rd i,,,,._:,,:s, . !
1284 as one of the Center's first employee- emplusees or contractors not dir_.,.ll_ ...,:;,I,...,.,_
participative initiatives. Since that time, hundreds quality assurance for signific;tnt ,-.f,t_,l,:,. .......
quality at &he Center. It is I)rc.senh.,! '1".,,',, ....
of individuals have participated on these teams, the Center Director and reeo-nizf.._ |.,_, ,,,,,..._playing an important role in making improvements
and in developing teamwork across the Center. in and group efforts.
many instances, contractor employees arc also team
The JSC Team Excellence Aw;,r,I A ......
members and help to improve operations which are
muit;-organimttional in scope, established in 1988. it recogniz_.s .I._(" ,, ,,,,,,. ....
that have demonstrated outstamli_t_ ,h.,;;, ,_.... .,-.t
commitment to continuous iml)r_,_,.,_,,-..' l'.(
Internal Improvement Actions selected two contractor orgimiz;tti,m_ I,,r .,,,. I'*_
Award. Four contractors receivcd the. I'*.s,t ._ _,.i
l)uring the first year of the JSC improvement effort, during National Quality Month.
more than 100 internal improvement actions were
t
J
#
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Section 4: Status of Quality Effort
. , iJl i i u i . _ ii I i i
i
1giLl C_Unual stmamliniq of qx.raUone it all levels is
enabling the Center to support multiple program
......... effwta without a si_itkant increase in _.
thapat tw. p=r,, Shuttleand
Space Stafbm Freedom have required unprecedented
JSC commitment. The Space Shuttle was returned
to flight status, meeting such mission objectives as
deployment of two Tracking and Data Relay
Satellites, the Magellan planetary probe to Venus,
and flights for Department of Defense payloads.
Concurrently. the early design stage for Space
Station Freedom Progr, am was completed, a major
contract was placed for hardware development, and
preliminary designs are currently in review.
in addition, JSC personnel a.tively- supported initial
planning for President Bush's commitment to
charting "...a new and continuing course to the Moon
and Mars and beyond." As a result, JSC has a loud
role in developing the detailed schedules and
Figure 12.. Evolution ofJSC'sstrategie approach to resource requirements necessary to support these
quality, major new space exploration efforts. Conceptual
studies are unde.'way, required technologies have
Prior to 1986, quality and productivity improve- been identified and teams established to pursue
ments were viewed at JSC as a collection of development in those areas.
relatively unrelated, stondalone activities. Today, l
as a result of strategic planning, employee culture
surveys, and Team Excellence activities, managers l I. Developing New Teehnieal Capabilities
and employees have become familiar with and have
used a whole new set of concepts, data, and The New Initiati _es Office was established in 1988to i
techniques. A Total Quality Management approach coordinate and oversee technology planning efforts t
i_ now firmly linked to the Center's strategic plan, throughout the Center. Under its leadership, teams t"
and activities to increase efficiency and effectiveness of technical experts are evaluating existing state-of- !
are an integral part of implementing that plan the-art against future requirements and identifying
(figure 12). Overall, the success of Total Quality methods to stimulate required development. These '
Management is being meas,_red by the extent to teams are applying the Center's evolving technology ,
• which JSC is meeting the four challenges identified management process (figure 13) to address critical
in Section _ as the framework for the Center's t_hnologies; for example:
improvement effort, t, A Mission Automation Team of 16 employees
examines requirements for greater use of
I. Changing Nature of Manned Space Flight automation and artificial intellig._nce toincrease flight safety and significantly
Programs reduce ground operational costs associated
with spaceflight missions. This team ha_:Ch_ of the most important results of JSC's quality
iml_rovement _ffort is an increased capability not a. Identil'_d 13 speciF_ technical areas to
only, to carry out existing programs, but al_ to be addressed; e.g., program manage-
respond to future_ U.S. space exploration ipmls, ment, tugs-machine ;nterface
13
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Technology Manning Project Management
i ...... I I .... -I
Step I _tep 2 Step 3 Step 1 Step 2
_._r- ..... _j, Note: A technology front is defined as a potential area of emphasis for
capitalizing on strengths or minimizing a weakness
Figure ! 3.- Technology management pro :ess.
b. gstablished priorities for proposed pro- Ill. Fostering a High-Quality internal Environ-
jeers ment
c. Begun preparing a series of "white The extensive and continuing participation by large
papers" containing basic requirements numbers of employees in strategic planning, the
to stimulate new projects in high- employee culture survey process, and other major
priority areas and to ensure that quality improvement acLivities have significantly
potential applications and customers changed employee attitudes and commitment at the
are included in project plans Center. Employees consistently express their
appreciation for the opportunity to contribute to
2. A Regenerative Life Support Systems Team future planning and make JSC a better place to
of 15 employees examines requirements for work.
the extended duration life support systems
necessary in lunar outposts and ma;,ned An example of the growing enthusiasm and interest
Mars missions. The team has: among employees is the Threshold Group. The
purpose of this voluntary group of young
a. Identified five specific technical areas professionals is to contribute to JSC's and NASA's
to be addressed; e.g., atmospheric future beyond normal work responsibilities. The
renewal, water end waste management, group is formally chartered by JSC's senior staff and
foodpreduction has more than 200 active members. Goals for
Threshold members include doing assigned work to
b. IniUated the uplFading of an existing the best of their ability, preparing themselves for the
test chamber to support research in future, fully understanding the work environment,
those areas. This modified chamber seeking ways to retain corporate knowledge,
will include a physical and chemical reducing a sense of isolation among the younger
atnmsphere renewal capability coupled people, promoting N'ASA's public linage, increasing
with a plant growth ,nodule and efficiency and effectiveness, and being responsive to
associated interfaces management. Projects for the group have ranged
from conc/uctil_g white paper studies fur senior
¢. Completed a draR NASA project plan to management, such as "NASA in the Year 2000" for
pruvkie direction for systems develop- an Ageney-level working group, to building jungle
meat gyms and playroom furniture for a child care center.
!4
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C_ltmre Iknr_rj Remzlta The survey sin indicated th., ', JSC has a highly i
motivated, committed wol eras. Employee ,
The INffledic empley_ culture survey dives the rNpammm indited that there was high overall
Center am eqeinlE evaluatkm d _ erssni-,,Uonal mbdecUon with the Center. pride in working for
enMInmme_L Dmtalcon(ira that employee altitudes NASA, the perception that ce-workerm slzive to do
the mwlkin I environment are becoming their _ _ loyalty to NASA and JSC, _ view
mo4rtpselUvQ. With regard to U_e three Ktien areas that NASA people _elue excellence, and the
idkmUltml Lml_16. the IINIll mixture were mrs porcopUen that they are involved in ck_iziotm U_t
pooitl_m rer _mmunioltk, n_, role clarity, and ear_r sffeet their work.
planning, Figure 14 identifies the five questions
that _ tJ_ _ i_sn between the 19041 and An American Productivity and Quality Center
P_ marcia. SlxN:ifically, themeqmtkml indicate (APQC) survey in which two major JSC
thedqlnmb) which: orlPlnilaUons plrtk:iplted confirm this euessment ',
';'he perpwe or the APQC survey was to develop a I
I, Trumt is the norm within work units benchmark of survey data among leading U.S.
organizations. Among the 14 organizations I
2. Members or work units are involved in parUcipatir.g, JSC's ranking for favorable responses (
decisions that directly affect their from employees was among the highest, asia-tinily it, ;
work the areas o£ trust and credibility, teamwork, and I
orpnixat3onal functioning, t
3. There is senior management emphasis on t
strategic planning I
Quality Improvements4. There is _nior management emphasis on
making clear_ut and timely decisions Numerous quality improvements have been made to
increase the effectiveness and efGciency o1"work5. Information is readily available to anyone
who needs it systems and pre£esses at the Center.
Score(1-5)"
'° ........... f-q..
4.0 _ 198E
I'--
-
3.0 ;
: I
;
2A '
I
1.0 I
i
I *
0.0 ...................... l _ __ _
Trust Oe_iskm-making Planning Clear Decision. nfo. Avail.
I
Survey Issues
• EiKh 1110 Of a point increase in average score indicat_ a more positive
Ittitude by af)fwo;,imat_,ty 10% of the employee_ r_ing to the su_ey. In
this lea, apts, the ch_,_ *n the aver_je s(o_e on one trust qu_tion retie<is a
mote fw_:wMb!eattitude by appro_,rnately 3/4 of the Center's employees.
F'igure 14.- Iml=roved culture re._lmns(,._
15
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Task Team Major Project Benefits
User Group • Reduced purchase requestTPR) approval time in three major JSCorganizations
by move than SOpercent
Consolidated certain purchase requests through in(teased use of
"blanket'/"open" agreements
- In(mated accessof procurement data base to user for tracking inquiries
m
Logistics - Reduced time PRsspent in Iorjistics by more than 50 pc. cent
Increased propcrtion of completed purchase agreement, from 60 to 90 percent
Reduced by nearly 50 percent number of days from initial receipt of large.
multi-item shipments to final delivery to users
F-inancial Management Reduced by nearly 50 percent number of purchase orders (POs) paid late
Improved system response time from 30 to Sseconds for financial transactions
I- Improved routing time by 50 percent on IN) receipt and inspection supporting
documentation
Reduced calls made to help desk by nearly S0percent
Reduced change orders from 14 to 10 percent on unpaid invoices
|
Procurement Con,,olldated PO forms into weekly log format per buyer, reducing JSCForm
497A paperwork volume by more than 90 percent
Reduced the number of individually developed letters by 40 percent through
the use of standardized form responses to expedite contracts
- Streamlined small dollar item processing by eliminating completion of DOD
Form 1784 for purchases less than $1.000
Combined Team Impact - Reduced average processing time from user request to placement of order by
On Process Time 2S percent
Figure 15.- Centerwide initiative action plan re._ults
Centerwide Systems: More than 30 improvement (GFR) Projects Office directed QL h.-pr,,vmg organi-
actions were identified to streamline the small zational effectiveness anti encoJraging teamwork
purchases ($25,000 or less) process, that handles and Partieipatinn amo,,e _;I msn_tgers and
approximately 4,0(?0 purchase requests annually, employees. Surveys and inter,/iews were conducted
The number of change orders was reduced by of Orbiter office personnel, in addition, contractor
approximately 50 percent, system response time for personnel and other JSC and NASA personnel from
financial transactions was improved from 30 to 5 Los Angeles. California. to the Kennedy Space
seconds, a form used 2,000 times annually was Center in Florida. were interviewed to get their
eliminated, and a reduction of 25 percent in required perspective as partners of the Orbiter organization.
processing time was realized (figure 15). Action plans for improvements were developed and
implementation of these plans is in progress.
Systems Anslysi_Orginizationll Development:
Mor_thanSOOcivil_rviceandcontr_ctoremploycc_ To date, improvemellts haw_' bee. made i.
ptrti¢ilmted in nine in-depth review and improve communication and coordination, project manage°
ment projects initiated by seven major organix_ ment, and meeting management. For example, the
fio_ components One example is s project in the use of electronic mail has increase_ the timeliness of
Orbiter and Government Furnished F;quip_,,cnt communica*.ion between j_c_. and the contractor in
t6
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California, syeUbmaautomationhas pc_videdgreater 5. Development ofstandardroofdenigp,4foruse
plknning and I_h_duling visibility, and Imblication on new facilities o, _eroofing projt_ta far an
_' N_mlu in _lvance hu improved the quality of estimated savings ,Jr up to $1 million over .'l
mnmeUnfpre_m_tio_ and diocu_ions, In addition, IO.year peri(_l
the projuctha. devet_q)oda greatercan-doattitude
and aplX-oech in the,mTmnisaUom N^bA Employee Teams (NETsh NETs Teams,
active primarily between 1984 and 1986, provided a
Anotlher example ia a Logistics Division project number of significant benefit* including the follow-
involving civilkrvice employees, the support ing:
contractor, and representatives from organizations
using the Division's services. Surveys and I. Improvement in facilities design procedures
interviews focuxd on overall service imprqvement reduced turnaround time from des'gn
and teamwork. A streamlined purchase request inception in final drawing and specification
review process resulted in a 57 percent reduction in and yielded more than $24,000 in annual
protesting time. A user-friendly supply system savings.
catalog for secretaries reduced time required to
locate items by an estimated 50 oercent with a 75 2. A redesigned purchase order form and
percent reduction in rejects. Improved procedures improved procedttre._ r_sullx.d i. ;t. ;,.nu;,l
provided more timely delivery of supplies; for cost savingsol'approximotely$80,000.
example, time for delivery of large, multi-item
shipment= was reduced from nine to fiv,*, days. In 3. Improved procedures for correspondence
addition, intangible benefits included improved associated with astr_)naut appearances
communications within the Division (including reduced the time required for responding to
contractors and with customersl, an increase in requests with an associated IS-percent
innovative thinking and creativity, and improved reduction in phone cz_lls concernin_ request
teamwork and morale as employees _w their ideas status.
implemented in their work areas.
4. A formal metrology training program for
Internal Action Items: More than 50 internal personnel in the Measurement Standards
action items were reported by JSC organizations and Cali_ratinn Laborat,_ry increased the
during for Fiscal Year 1988 covering improvements competency of personnel and red-cad t*
in functional areas across the Center such as: rese_;'ch ti me and col ihration error._. I!
I
1. Reduced design thickness criteria for Space
Shuttle Thermal Control System blankets IV. Enhancing Teamwork With Customers
for an estimated cost avoidance of more than and Partners
$12 million
Many JSC organizations have been identifying the
2. Implementation of a laboratory resources internal customers they serve and their partnerships
management and scheduling system that is with other organir_tions in accomplishing assigned
. saving an estimated $200,000 annually in tasks. Examples of the numerous actions taken to
manpower cast provide better service include the following:
• 3. Development of a injector flow inspection I. The Logistic_ Division has provldcd ea:;icr
device to enable recovery of contamin_lted customer access through puhlication of ,
developmen_ thrusters at an estimated User Guide, minimized the number ofs,l)plv {• I
savingtof$l million each requests rejected due to incorrect documcn !I
tation, improved customer education and ]4. Revision to the build and flow plan for awareness by instituting a policy of of:_:oon-
delivery of the orbital m_ncuvering systems one training sessions on request for pr(q_crty i
. pods for OV-105 that decreased _hedule by 5 custodian_, and in,proved _,huttle has
months am:l lowered cost of the vehicle by operation to bettel _erve c,nq)Ioycc_ with a
more than $1 million I,enfold _ncre_t_ein ri(lcr_;hip. ;
17
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2. The Travel E_ction has i'_sue(! a brochiire quality/productivity measurement activities
that provides a concise, sumr.,:_ry of trave_ in their respectiveurgunizations
regulations tu as.i_t travelers, In additir, n,
meetings nave been condllcted across the 4. Sponsorship of a joint dSCIContractor stra-
Center to improve communications between tegic planning workshop and input to the
Travel and it= customer=. Center's planning activitie=,
3. The Managemeut Analysis fJffice has 5. Establishment of a quality and productivity
published a bre:hure de_rihin;_ the services section in the JSC Technical Library
of its office and identified tmints ,)fc,mtact
6. C,mtinuiflg di_tmsh)ns between contractor4. The Publ,c Affairs Office has implemented a
recorded information uervice for JSC and and ,JSC procurement stall'on potential con.
tract improvements to stimulate increased
conteactor employee'_ to provide daily quality andproductivity
updates on NASA pro3rams and other space-
r_lated activities a.- well as other Govern-
ment and JSC new,_. V. Future Directions
_i. The Administration Directorate uses the
in JSC's complex R&D environment, an integratedCenter's electronic network to distribute
informatiop and provide a listing of current approach using a variety of change techniques is
Center directives, required. Many of these techniques are in place. It is
now time to increase the pace of JSC improvement
activities and move into a third phase or lew:l of6. The Data Systems Processing Division
commitment to Total Quality Management. Current
mai,4tains a help desk to provide prompt
as,Astance to Center employees in using planning is being directed toward
, arious computer systems and software.
1. Systematically broadening manager and
7. The Public Affairs Office has implernented employee involvement by develop_.ng and
an electronic news service "bulletir. board" implementing Total Quality Marmgement
for access by reporters and aerospace pul_hc planning workshops adapted to an R&D
affairs professionals, environment
2. Initiating a systematic evaluation of JSCJSC/Contraetor Team Excellence Forum: The
JSC/Contractor Team Excellc_lce Forum has been partnerships to increase teamwork capabili-
ties
meeting regularlysinceiLwas establishedin 1987,
with approximately 35 participatingcontractor
organiLations.More than 100 JSC and contractor 3. Taking follow-upactionzat allorganiza-
tionallevelswithinJSC on the resultsofthe
represents%ires are participating in working group
activities such as: most recent employee survey
!. Special presentations on quality manage- 4. Co,tinuing to focus on improving critical
ment topics such as measurement, training, activities and processes identified by stra-
and strategic planning at Forum meetings tegic planning
2. Publication of a training directory to identify The Center is only at the heginning of its journey to
training resources that can he share_l by Total Quality M_D_mgement. A strategic approach
member organizations has provided direction for future efforts and
established commitment to continuous improvement
3. Publication of a directp;y of contacts in as the key t:,J meeting the challenges of the ne.ct
member organi_aatio_ available to discuss decadeand beyond.
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Section 5: Key Personnel
The JSC Civil Service and Conlractor Team
In addition to the following contrihut,r_, every employee who ._trivt._ for excellence i,_ a key |_,rson in .l_C's Total
Quality Management effort.
NASA I,yndon B. ,Johnson Si)a,_e Center JSC/(]ontractor Team Excelh,nc,, Fort, m
Aaron Cohen Robert II. Young, ,Jr.
Director Co-Chairper_m
I,ockheed Engineering and Sciences Comp_,ny -I Iouston
Paul J. Weitz
Deputy Director I_eter W. Si vi lie
Chair, Measureme_ t Group
Daniel A. Nehrig Bendix I,'ivld I,'mgi,_ erir, g Cor,_ration
Associate Director
JSC/Contractor Forum Co-Chairperson John J. Culp
Chair, Training Group
R. Wayne Young Omniplan Corporation
Deputy Director,/_ dministration
Karen K. Whitney
l.esJieJ. Sullivan Chair, Employee Invol ement Cr'_.p
Chief, Management Analysis Of lice Rockwell Shvttle ()perations C,_mpany-I Iou._Lon
Iiarvey L. iiartman Stuart K. Manville
Deputy Director, Iluman Resources Office Chair, Contractor Incentives Group
I.ockheed Engineering and Sciences Company-! louston
William J. [Iuffstetler, Jr.
Manager, New Initiatives Office David G. Franz
Chair, Strategic Planning Group
Charles S. llarlan McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Company
Director, Safety, Reliability, and
Quality Assurance t[ugh C. Goff
Chair, Strategic Planning
Wanda M. Thrower Support Team
Team Excellence Coordinat6r McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Company
.Management Analysis Office
•John G. Ferguson
Lyn Gordon-Winkler Chair, Technology Support Team
Manager, Planning and Control Office Bendix Field l"ngineering Corporation
New initiatives Office
Byron G. McKenzie
Iliane l). I)cTroye Chair, External Relations Support
Development Spcciali.']t SupportTeam
i Iuman Resmlrccs Office Ih)ein_I Aero:_pace ()permit imv._ I.c
Kri._tine R. Thomas Ted F. Pykosz
Management Analyst Forum Memher at l,avge
Management Analy._is Office Computer Sciences Curl_ration
[flquiric._ regarding thi.s dt_,Jmernt can be directed to: NASA .h,hn:;m, ._;l_aCcCenter,I_,Y/Mav_al,qm_evlt Arlalv:;i:_
Office, [fm_tou,' ' ' " _ ,1 'l , ' ' ..,,q _., r ,,Icxa_ /1(},J8,(713) 8,-1221orl I. ,}2,_.'122t
T
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